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Abstract
An angular overlapcalculation has been used to determine the s, p, and d orbital

energy levels of the different types of surface sites present on dispersed metal catalysts.
These datacan permit a Frontier Molecular Orbit,'dtreatmentof specific site activities as
long as the surface orbital availability for overlap with adsorbedsubstrates is considered
along with its energyvalue and symmetry.

1. Introduction

While dispersed metal catalysts have been used to promote a variety of reactions
thereare still a numberof problemsto be solved before new catalysts andprocesses can be
developedfrom first principles. Among these are questions concerningboth the nature of
the active sites and a reasonable descriptionof the surface electronic orbitals present on
them. With these data Frontier Molecular Orbital(FMO) considerationswhich have been
so useful in organic synthesis [1] could also be applied to reactionstaking place on the
catalyst surface. Among the recent approachesto this problem has been the calculationof
the Density of States (DOS) for the 111 and 100 faces for a numberof metals. These sur-
facebands were foundto be rather narrowindicatinga reasonabledegreeof localizationof
the atomicorbitals on the metalsurface.[2]

Data have also been obadned which show that reactionsinvolving C-C bond cleav-
age or hydrocarbonisomerizationoccur on ensembles of atoms present on the metal parti-
cles. Most other reactions, particularlythose involving C-H bond formationor breaking
takeplace on single atom sites, the more highly coordinately unsaturatedcomer or defect
atoms.[3, 4] The problem, then, is that while the DOS and relatedcalculationshave been
successful in determining the adsorptioncharacteristics of the 111 and 100 metal planes,
extensionof this approachto the determinationof the adsorption and reactioncharacteris-
tics of single atom active sites presentas edge and comer atoms resulting from the inter-
sectionof these placesis not straightforward.

2. Nature of the Surface Active Site

With the catalyticallyactivesitefor mostsyntheticallyusefulreactionsbeinga sin-
glesurface atom [3, 4] and the lsoglobal Analogy [5] stating that such sites can be thought
of as discrete entities, it would seem reasonableto consider the surface of a metal particle
as being made up of a numberof different types of "surface complexes" composed of a
centralmetal atom surroundedby its nearestneighbor "ligands"with the surfaceorbitals of
this active site localized and perturbed only by interaction with the nearest neighbor,
"ligand"atoms. The degree of surface electron localization found by the DOS calculations
lends supportto this assumption.
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Most catalytically active metals have T.,, v,.
an fcc crystal orientation and, as such, have

atoms in the bulk which are surrounded by '__._(_

twelve neighborting atoms as shown in Fig. 1. x., , v
One can, then describe ali of th_ different ......
types of single atom surface sites by removing (_
various atoms from this central, twelve coor- (_'_
dinate, species. By doing this thirteen differ- ,,, 4
ent types of sites can be identified and distin- v ,,
guished by their orientation and their number
of nearest neighbors (Fig. 2). These range
from atoms on the two low Miller index
faces, the 111 (site A) and 100 (site B) to four Fig. 1. Basic "twelve coordinate com-
edge sites made up by the intersection of these plex" from which surface sites are
planes at 120° (wide) or 60 ° (narrow) to formed,
seven different types of comer atoms ranging from the cubooctahedral comer (site G) to
the tetrahedral comer (adatom on a 111 face) (site M). For reaction purposes the 110 face
is best described as a series of narrow 111-I 11 edges. Since in the fcc metal lattice the
ne>_restneighbor atoms are bonded by t2g d orbitals [6], the 90 ° intersection is not per-
mitred so the cubic 100-100 edge does not exist.
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Fig. 2. Diagrams of the various types of atomspresent on the surface of an fcc
metal.

3. Angular Overlap Model

With the assumption being made that the catalytically active sites on a metal particle
can be treated as "surface complexes" it should be possible to extend the analogy and cal-
culate the orbital energy levels for each site using classical inorganic techniques. That
approach considered to be the most useful in the present instance is the angular overlap
model (AOM) [7] which is sufficiently general to be applicable to the wide range of sites
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shown in Fig. 2. The AOM is a simple approximation of the full MO model which still
contains ali of the important characteristics of the metal-ligand (M-L) interactions in com-
plexes. The primarydifference between these two models is the simplifying assumption in
the AOM that the energy values for the entire complex are considered as the sum of the
energies of the individual M-L interactions. The energy of each M-L interaction is pro-
portional to the square of the overlap integral between orbitals on the M and L atoms.
This overlap can be broken down into two integrals, one composed of the radial compo-
nents and the other comprised of the angular components of the overlapping atomic
orbitals. AOM is used to determine the angular dependance of the overlap integral for
each type of orbital. The spherical coordinates which arc required for AOM calculations
[7] were determinedby placing the x, y, and z axes coincident with the direction of the e_
orbitals on the central atom as depicted in Fig. 1. These axes were thus fixed in a constant
orientation for ali of the "surface complexes'.

To determine the orbital energy levels for a site the spherical coordinates for each
ligand were inserted into the appropriateangular overlap matrix developed by Shiffer [8]
to obtain the individual p and d orbital overlap integrals between the central atom and the
ligand. These are then squared and summed to give the overlap energy for the specific lig-
and. This process is repeated for each ligand and the results added to give the energies of
each p orbital in terms of Ra and ep, and each d orbital in terms of eda, edn and e._,
which are factors in the radifil component of the M-L overlap integrals.['/] Since s orbitals
are symmetrical there is no angular component associated with s orbital overlap so the s
overlap integralsare expressed in terms of esa multipliedby the number of "ligands" asso-
ciated with the "surface complex'.

To this po!nt the
,,.0 solution is genenc and
2.0 can be applied to any

metal with an fcc crystal
*._.' orientation. The

0.0 = _ y z
, _-, C,' x...y - differences between these

$ S l x,y -- x--- -2.0 - - - - ,.y-, metals lie in the values of--Y

,_, _, _, -z the s, p, and d overlap
,- -4.0 integrals for each metal.
® The values of esa, epa,e-

,.,-6.0 ep,, eda, edn and cd6
were determined for each

-B.0 metal by an EHMO
calculation on the

-lo.o _'."-Y'"Y" "Y',z'_-Yy_' ",y._''_'-_'_ 7."_'-r_z"'u_._y.y_ i_--r -x_','.e-7'"_"y" diatomic M - M with the
'Y Y' overlap integrals calcu-
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Fig. 3. Energy levels for the 6s, 6p and 5d orbitals on for the surface metal

comer atoms on Platinum. atoms and the bulk
interatomic distance of

the metal. The various orbital energy levels for each type of surface site were then
calculatedwith the results for Pt comers depicted graphically in Fig. 3.

These data can be used for a Frontier Molecular Orbital (FMO) development of
specific site reactivity. For this to be effective, though, it must be kept in mind that these
surface sites are rigid and have definite geometric and steric relationships between the
active sites and the nearby surface atoms, be they "ligands" or not. Thus, some of the
surface orbitals may be oriented in such a way that they are stericall}, not available for
chemisorption even if the energy and symmetry are correct, lt is essentml, then, that these



" steric constraints to maximum C)

substrate interaction be determined
before using this FMO approach.

The single atom active site ,,(_,, -
responsible for the hydrogenation of (_ (_

double bonds must have sufficient co- 1ordinative unsaturation to chemisorb lboth a H2 molecule and an alkene on

the same atom. Such a site could be (_) Hthe tetrahedral corner (Site M, Fi.g. H (_) H

2). As shoWn in Fig. 4 H2 _ ___(_

chemisorption can take piace on this H , "---
site by o"donation from the H-H bond \ (_) c>(
to the LUMO 6s orbital. Backbond- ----C-..
ing to the tr* orbitals can occur using / "--C -t
the HOMO dxz orbital lobes. Double \
bond adsorption on the resulting M-
H2 species can take piace through Fig. 4. Alkene hydrogenation sequence on
alkene tr donation to the now LUMO a tetrahedral corner atom of Pt.
py orbital along with back bonding to
the rr*orbitals using the HOMO dxy orbital lobes. The catalytic cycle is then completed by
hydrogen insertion to give a hydrido metalalkyl which then undergoes reductive elimination
to produce the alkane and regenerate the active site.

lt appears, then, that AOM calculations on sing.le atom active site "surface com-
plexes" on a metal catalyst can provide data concerning the localized surface electron
energy levels which are useful in understanding the adsorption and reaction characteristics
of the various types of sites present on dispersed metal catalysts. The primary factor in the
use of these data is that the availability of the orbitals for overlap with adsorbing substrates
must be considered along with their energy and symmetry. Extension of this approach to
the calculation of electron energy values for sites on which H is adsorbed has been some-
what successful. Preliminary data indicate that H adsorbed on a tetrahedral Au atom
results in bond energies higher that those of the H-H bond. With other metals the energy
is lowered. Such data could explain why Au is inactive for catalytic hydrogenations.
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